
Gift carrot for Easter or as a sibling bag
Instructions No. 243
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

A funny idea for Easter or for school enrolment as a sibling bag: the gift carrot is made with the practical one. You cut the individual parts
and close them with green and ribbons Felt .

Tinkering with bags is very easy!

With the help of Stencil you can easily make a
paper bag yourself. The outline of Stencil is
transferred with pencil to Craft cardboard sheet ,
the folding lines are traced with the folding leg.

The Felt is cut large and glued to the inside of the
clay box with hot glue. Simply apply double-sided
Adhesive tape to the glue flaps and glue the
"carrot" together 

Design the gift bags with personal name tags!

The name tags are cut out of Craft cardboard sheet and threaded onto the checkered ribbon. Then the bag rosette from Felt is cut with scissors and the bag is
closed with a check ribbon. The name plate is also attached to this Ribbon .

For the decoration, a thick bow is tied from Acetate ribbon and checked ribbon, which is simply stuck on with hot glue. With a flat Ink Pads easily wipe over the
Craft cardboard sheet . Thereby the "carrot" looks almost like freshly harvested 

According to personal taste, the carrot can be stuck with suitable strawberry pieces.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
706681-17 Craft cardboard sheetOrange 1
650120-31 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmLight green 2
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
709279 VBS Folding leg 1
11167 VBS Stencil set "Easter boxes", 3 pcs. 1
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